EXPERIENCED SOFTWARE SYSTEM DEVELOPER - WITH
SOFTWARE ARCHITECT POTENTIAL
Would you describe yourself as a skilled and experienced Software Developer? Are you passionate about software
architecture on both system and sub-system level? Would you like to develop system software solutions for
intelligent metering systems for energy and water consumption in an international Danish company?
Become part of an ambitious System Software team in Kamstrup
Kamstrup is one of the world's leading manufacturers of intelligent solutions of energy and water consumption with
production, administration and development gathered at the headquarters in Stilling, south of Aarhus. Due to our
rapid growth, we are looking for experienced Software System Developers to join our System Software team.
As our new Software System Developer, you will be part of the Electricity System Software department with over 50
experienced and professional colleagues, covering scrum masters, full time testers, developers and architects.
Together, we strive to create innovative software solutions of the absolute finest quality. Our working model is
based on the scrum-model where dialog and continuous sparring practice is evident in solving the daily tasks. You
thereby become part of an environment, where we keep on challenging each other in order to reach a higher
standard and maximize personal development. In Kamstrup, we are more than 150 Software Developers across the
organisation, and we offer you a unique position with a chance to develop your career with us.
A job focusing on innovative metering solutions
In the job as Software System Developer, you become a central player in the development of our system solutions.
Here you will primary be working with technologies such as .NET and C#. It is therefore essential that you have
experience within these technologies.
In addition, we work with a wide range of other technologies and tools such as MongoDB, MS SQL, RESTful web
services, Jenkins, BitBucket, Git, NUnit, Jira and more. It would be advantageous to have knowledge of some of
these, but it is not a requirement.
Personality matters
As a person, you take pride in writing high quality code. You enjoy teamwork and are ready to influence the team’s
progress with your experience within software development. You are driven by a constant desire to keep developing
your skills and deliver better solutions for our customers. It is critical that you work systematically and have an eye
for details.
You have an education as an engineer, computer sciences or similar and a minimum of 4-6 years of relevant work
experience as Software Developer. We value curious employees and you are the type who gladly engage in and learn
from collaboration with colleagues in order to solve a task.
The job requires fluency in written and spoken English. Danish will be an advantage.
We offer more than just a job

We offer you a position in a growing Danish company with a unique chance to influence the development of the
future innovative software solutions. You will be a part of a learning environment where sparring and development
is in focus, and with great chances to improve your personal skills. Moreover, we offer you a job in a department
with a great cooperative culture and the focus on individual responsibility.
We offer flexible working hours and numerous employee benefits, counting a healthy canteen, free fruit, fitness
facilities, in-house dental clinic, hairdresser and a free health clinic. Moreover, we have an active employee
association.
About Kamstrup
Kamstrup develops and manufactures innovative solutions for measuring energy and water consumption. Kamstrup
is the world's leading manufacturer of advanced and innovative equipment for the district heating sector and is one
of the leading European suppliers of smart meters and other equipment for the electricity sector.
Kamstrup has over 1200 employees in more than 20 countries with headquarters in Denmark. Kamstrup has a
healthy economy, high growth rates and a strong focus on development of technology and staff.
To apply for this position, send your application and CV to: mbu@workindenmark.dk
Please mark your E-mail “EXPERIENCED SOFTWARE SYSTEM DEVELOPER - WITH SOFTWARE ARCHITECT POTENTIAL”

